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1 IntrodutionIn the dissertation we introdue a family of graph transformators whih forbrevity we all strutural reursions and then examine some of their mathe-matial properties. The pratial importane of strutural reursions omesfrom their usability in the �eld of semi-strutured and XML databases, wheredata is modelled by labelled graphs and trees respetively. In general stru-tural reursions are applied on suh (mathematial) objets that are built upby ertain onstrutors. For example in propositional logi these onstru-tors are the logial onnetives ¬,∧,∨. In the ontext of databases struturalreursions were appeared in the early 90's as the basi operator of a querylanguage alternative whih overstepped the limitations of the relational al-gebra and moved toward to the expressive apability of a relational querylanguage embedded into a general purpose programming language [7℄. Thisversion of strutural reursions was de�ned on sets. In the following yearsstrutural reursions were used to query (nested) olletions based on sets[10℄, bags [15℄ and lists [14℄. However, in all of these works a more generalform of strutural reursions was introdued than that of used here. Ourapproah was diretly inspired by the de�nition given in UnQL, a querylanguage of semi-strutured data [9℄. In this senario a strutural reursionproesses edge-labelled graphs and it is introdued as the basi operator ofthe underlying algebra of UnQL, UnCal.Our previous results. Nevertheless, the de�nition formulated in thisdissertation has developed step by step inspired by the need of simulatingexisting query languages of XML data. Hene, it may be worth to evoke themost important moments of this progress.In our �rst paper [1℄ we introdued a new way of de�ning the semantisof strutural reursions for strutural reursions working on edge-labelledgraphs. The equivalene of the semantis introdued in [9℄ and in our workould be proven. Besides, we also showed how strutural reursions anintertwine with restritions imposed on the struture of the data. Theserestritions are expressed by means of shema graphs [8℄.In [2℄ we extended strutural reursions with onditions in whih the1



Boolean ombination of not-isempty and isempty logial funtions and equal-ity omparisons an be taken. Informally, by means of a isempty, not-isemptyondition one an hek whether a strutural reursion alled on the subgraphunder the edge being proessed returns an empty output or not. Using theseenhaned strutural reursions a ore fragment of XPath 1.0 [12℄ was sim-ulated. We have also explained, in a similar fashion as in [1℄, how Dou-ment Type De�nitions (DTD) [6℄ and Extended Doument Type De�nitions(EDTD) [16℄ an be inorporated into the simulating strutural reursions.In general our simulation o�ers an e�ient implementation working in time
O(|D||Q|), where |D| denotes the size of the data, whereas |Q| the size of thequery. This oinides with the speed of the algorithm developed by Gottlobet al. [13℄.In [5℄ this simulation was extended to a ore fragment of XSLT 1.0 [11℄.The presene of variables whose values are given by means of XPath expres-sions made the simulation rather intriate. In this ase the implementationentailed by this representation works in time O(|D|2|Q|2).In our next paper [3℄ we foused on the usual stati analytial questions,namely the questions of emptiness and ontainment. However, here, we onlyexamined a fragment of strutural reursions in whih the onditions on-sisted of a single not-isempty logial funtion. In other words, neither isemptylogial funtions nor equality omparisons were allowed to use. On the otherhand we distinguished two ases on the basis that whether the appliationof the else-branhes is permitted or not. We found that in the seond asethe emptiness question an be answered in quadrati time, while the prob-lem of ontainment is oNP-hard. In the �rst ase we showed how the twoproblems an be redued to eah other in polynomial time and proved thatboth questions are PSPACE-hard in general.In [4℄ we extended XPath expressions with named expressions by means ofwhih a name an be assigned to an XPath expression. Named expressionsmay ontain other named expressions or themselves, whih gives rise to anew kind of reursivity di�erent from the reursivity already involved inaxis desendant, anestor et. The idea was inspired by the possibility ofde�ning funtions in XQuery, whih may all other user-de�ned funtions intheir body. Named expressions an be regarded as a simpli�ed version of2



user-de�ned funtions in the ontext of XPath.Roughly speaking, in the dissertation the mathematial analysis of stru-tural reursion is elaborated substantially. All of the results of this work andthe aforementioned papers [1℄[2℄[5℄[3℄[4℄ are my own, however, I am deeplyindebted for my o-writer olleagues András Benzúr D.S. and Attila KissC.S. for their useful omments and advie.2 The main resultsA strutural reursion is a tuple f = (F,Σ, FI ,Γ), where F = {f1, . . . , fn}is the set of strutural funtions, FI = {fi1 , . . . , fik} is the set of initialstrutural funtions, Σ is the set of edge-labels appliable in data graphsthat are proessed by f and Γ is the set of transformation rules. Struturalreursions traverse data trees in a top-down manner. The proessing of datagraphs is similar, however, in this ase eah yle is traversed only one.In a transformation rule it is given how a strutural funtion should workwhen for example it enounters an edge with a given label. In suh ases astrutural funtion may reate a forest and all other strutural funtions onthe subgraph under the edge in question, whose results should be appendedto the leaves of this forest. The onditions are expressed in the form ofif-then-else statements.In the dissertation after the introdution in Setion 2 the basi notionsare explained, while in Setion 3 the semantis of strutural reursions isde�ned. This de�nition is far from being trivial, sine the evaluation of on-ditions should be developed elaborately owing to the presene of yles. InSetion 4 �rst �ve di�erent lasses of strutural reursions are introduedand their expressive power is ompared. With SR(n.i., i., el) we denote thelass of those strutural reursions, in whih not-isempty (n.i.), isempty (i.)onditions and else-branhes may all appear in the onditions of transforma-tion rules. Similarly, in the onditions of the elements of SR(n.i., i.) bothn.i. and i. onditions are allowed to our, while the use of else-branhesis not permitted. Besides, notations SR(n.i.) and SR() are also introdued,whose meaning should be self-desribing in the light of the previous explana-tion. Furthermore, a strutural reursion in SR() is alled deterministi, if it3



has only one initial strutural funtion, and at most one strutural funtionis alled in eah transformation rule. The lass of deterministi struturalreursions is denoted Det.For strutural reursion f denote L(f) the lass of those data graphs onwhih f returns a non-empty output. For two lasses of strutural reursions
SR1,SR2, SR1 has stronger expressive power, if for eah strutural reursion
f 2 in SR2 there is a strutural reursion f 1 s.t. L(f 1) is the same as L(f 2).
SR1 is stritly stronger, if it is stronger than SR2, in addition there is astrutural reursion g1 in SR1 for whih there is not any strutural reursion
g2 in SR2 s.t. L(g2) would be the same as L(g1). SR1 has equivalentexpressive power as SR2, if SR1 is stronger than SR2 and vie versa.In the dissertation in Propositions 4.16., 4.19., 4.20. and Corollary 5.11.the aforementioned relations are lari�ed among the di�erent lasses of stru-tural reursions.Thesis 1. (i) The lass of deterministi strutural reursions has equiva-lent expressive power to the lass of strutural reursions without on-ditions (SR()).(ii) The lass of strutural reursions with not-isempty onditions (SR(n.i.))is stritly stronger than SR().(iii) The lass of strutural reursions with not-isempty and isempty ondi-tions (SR(n.i., i.)) is stritly stronger than SR(n.i.).(iv) The lass of strutural reursions with not-isempty, isempty onditionsand else branhes (SR(n.i., i., el)) has equivalent expressive power to

SR(n.i., i.).Next, in Setion 4.4 for a given strutural reursion its input data graphsare simulated with data trees s.t. the proessing of a data graph is aom-plished in a similar way as that of its simulation. This similarity is de�nedin an exat manner. The results are summarized in Proposition 4.45.Thesis 2. For a given strutural reursion f , if there is a data graph onwhih f returns a non-empty output, then there must be a tree whih alsoresults a non-empty output for f . 4



Afterwards, in Setion 5 the usual operations, i.e., omplement (̃ ), union
(⊔), intersetion (⊓), are de�ned. For strutural reursion f denote Lroot(f)the lass of those root-edged data graphs on whih f returns a non-emptyoutput. A data graph is root-edged, if its root has exatly one outgoing edge.Propositions 5.8. and 5.14. show the relation between the operations and thelass of those (root-edged) data graphs on whih an operand of the operationin question returns a non-empty output.Thesis 3. For arbitrary strutural reursions f and g:(i) L̃root(f) is equal to Lroot(f̃).(ii) Lroot(f ⊓ g) is equal to Lroot(f) ∩ Lroot(g).(iii) L(f ⊔ g) is equal to L(f) ∪ L(g).Here, L(f) (Lroot(f)) denotes the lass of those (root-edged) data graphs onwhih f returns a non-empty output.Besides, it is shown (Proposition 5.17.) that the De Morgan laws also holdfor the aforementioned operations for strutural reursions.In Setion 6 in order to understand the funtioning of strutural reursionsin a deeper way they are ompared with two well known types of automata,namely NDFSA and alternating tree automata. The aeptane is repre-sented by the non-emptiness of the result and vie versa. For a word (listof symbols) w in Σ denote paw the path whose edges are labelled with thesymbols of w in the same order as they follow eah other in w. Reversely,for a path pa denote wpa the word in whih the symbols sueed eah otherin the same order as the edge-labels appear in pa. Propositions 6.2. and 6.4.desribes the relationship between NDFSA and strutural reursions.Thesis 4. (i) For an arbitrary strutural reursion f without onditions,there is a simulating NDFSA Af s.t. f returns a non-empty output forpath pa ⇔ Af aepts wpa.(ii) There is an NDFSA A s.t. it annot be simulated by any struturalreursion without onditions in the manner as strutural reursions anbe simulated by NDFSA. 5



To be able to properly evaluate the importane of this statement, it is worthto note that if a strutural reursion without onditions returns a non-emptyresult for data graph I, then I surely ontains a path starting from its root onwhih f also results a non-empty output. Seondly, the seond statement ofthe thesis is the result of the monotonous property of being suh an input onwhih a strutural reursion without onditions returns a non-empty output.Namely, if a strutural reursion without onditions onstruts on a datagraph I, then it will also return a non-empty output for eah of those datagraphs that ontains I as a subgraph s.t. its root and the root of I oinide.On the other hand, an NDFSA does not neessarily aepts w.a, if it aepts
w, where w.a denotes the word, in whih w is followed by symbol a.The omparison with alternating tree automata is more intriate, sinethey work on ranked, ordered, node-labelled trees, while strutural reur-sions proess unranked, unordered, edge-labelled graphs. In the simulationof strutural reursions with alternating tree automata, in order to handlethe problem of the presene of yles in an input �rst a data graph I result-ing a non-empty output for a strutural reursion f was substituted with aset of trees on whih f also returns a non-empty result. Furthermore, thesetrees desribe all possible ways through whih a onstrution is done in I,when it is proessed by f . However, the problem have not been solved withthis substitution yet, sine it is not possible to rewrite an unranked tree toa ranked one s.t. this transformation would be appropriate for all struturalreursions. Thus, this transformation should be de�ned for eah struturalreursion separately. Denote If,I the set of the resulting transformed trees.In the reverse diretion of the simulation for a ranked, ordered, node-labelled tree t we denote Tr(t) the result of the transformation into an un-ranked, edge-labelled tree in whih the order of the nodes of t is representedas well. In order to formulate the relationship between alternating tree au-tomata and their strutural reursion simulations beside transformation Trits "inverse" ReTr is also needed. Roughly speaking, for an unranked, edge-labelled tree t ReTr(t) is the set of those ranked, ordered, node-labelled trees
t′ for whih Tr(t′) is t. The next thesis summarizes the results of Theorems6.10. and 6.16.Thesis 5. (i) For an arbitrary strutural reursion f there exists an alter-6



nating tree automaton Af s.t. f returns a non-empty output for a datagraph I ⇔ Af aepts all elements of If,I .(ii) Let A be an alternating tree automaton. Denote fA its simulating stru-tural reursion. Thena) for an arbitrary ranked, ordered, node-labelled tree t, A aepts t ⇔
fA(Tr(t)) is not empty.b) For a root-edged, unranked, edge-labelled tree t, fA(t) is not empty
⇔ A aepts all elements of ReTr(t).Finally, in Setion 7 and 8 the usual stati analytial questions, i.e., theproblems of emptiness and ontainment, are addressed. In the problem ofemptiness it is asked whether there is a data graph for a given struturalreursion s.t. this strutural reursion returns a non-empty output for thisdata graph. In the question of ontainment for arbitrary strutural reur-sions f, g it is heked whether for all data graphs I the non-emptiness of

g(I) implies the non-emptiness of f(I). Beside this de�nition we examineda striter version of ontainment. Again for strutural reursions f and g, fstritly ontains g, if for all data graphs I and all edges e of I, if g onstrutson e, when it proesses I, then f also onstruts on e. This distintion wasinspired by a similar di�erentiation used for XPath expressions [17℄. Never-theless, we have proven that the two types of ontainment an be redued toeah other in polynomial time (Propositions 4.8. and 4.12.).Thesis 6. The omplexity results obtained for the questions of emptinessand ontainment for the di�erent lasses of strutural reursions are sum-marized in Figure 1. Exept from the question of ontainment in SR(n.i.)and the questions of emptiness and ontainment in SR(n.i., i.,≤ k) all prob-lems enumerated in the table are omplete for the orresponding omplexitylasses (Corollary 7.9., Theorems 7.12., 7.25., 8.9., Corollary 8.13., Theorem8.18.).Here, in SR(n.i.,∨) only disjuntions may be applied in the onditions,whereas in SR(n.i., i.,≤ k) the onditions may be embedded up to the kthlevel, whih entails that when the strutural funtions alls other strutural7



EMPTINESS CONTAINMENTdeterministi PTIME PTIME
SR() PTIME oNP
SR(n.i.,∨) PTIME oNP
SR(n.i.) PTIME PSPACE-hard
SR(n.i., i.,≤ k) ΣkP -hard ΠkP -hard
SR(n.i., i.) DEXPTIME DEXPTIME
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